
PROPOSED SOLUTION WITH REFERENCES
My Reset – The Answer to The Great Reset?

–
THE PROBLEM: The Great Reset [1-17] 
The Great Reset promulgates the complete transformation of the 

world, geopolitically, technologically, environmentally, 

industrially, economically, and socially. It redefines humanness 

and the social contract – what it means to be a human in 

society. 

The Great Reset draws on the experience from previous Great 

Reset cycles, ie The Great Plague[18] and The Great City of 

London[19] reset of 1666 that established the Paper Legal System 

with people presumed dead, lost at/beyond the sea(s) via the 

still active Ceste Que Vie Act 1666[20]. This Act set up the 

Trust Law[21-23] (three party estate and probate) of each 

Juridical and Legal Person ENS LEGIS[24-26] requiring people to 

be either 're-presented' as a paper Legal Person ID to be dealt 

with in the system OR come forward within 7 years from the Trust 

setup to prove they are alive[27] and thus entitled to living 

persons rights[28] and de facto placing a Lien[29] on every 

Legal Person[25] within its jurisdiction [30].

This system of Paper ID[31] is now proclaimed to transform into 

the Digital realm[1-17] with digital ID with biometrics, Law, 

Governance, Law Enforcement, Currency, etc. This jurisdiction 

abolishes traditional geographical territories and establishes a 

global one-to-one unilateral agreement universe where people are 

subject to take-it-or-leave-society choices by central 

authorities or Artificial Intelligence algorithms acting on 

their behalf.

–



THE SOLUTION: My Own Reset
The default status of no action under The Great Rest is 

acquiescence to the Ceste Que Vie Trust to be brought forward 

into the Digital Realm by such means and for such outcomes as 

decided by those claimed authorities of that undertaking. One 

not correcting standing in Law to Living on the Land and 

establishing one's rights, will have none rights nor recourse 

nor remedy. 

As The Great Reset is an offer of a new social contract to each 

person, a person can also reject such contract or stand to opt 

in to it in part or inn full under own terms and conditions at 

any time if, and only if, one has secured a superior ownership 

and control of one's own identity status and claimed right to 

any and all Legal Persons involving one-self. Establishment of 

rights follow from such self-sovereign identity. The process is 

in three steps:

01. My Reset established a living person identity and rights; 

then facilitating

02. My Rights are established to stand by and exercise; then 

facilitating 

03. My Records repository of documents to evidence validity and 

to draw upon when in need; then facilitating conduct of own 

terms and conditions in all dealings.

All three above under Natural Rights and evoking Private Law and 

Private Rights.

–
Step 01: My Reset
My Reset corrects the presumption of death, lost at/beyond the 

sea(s) as per Ceste Que Vie Act 1666[20]. It comes forward with 

proof of status as a Natural Person[32] living on the land as 



testified by the ultimate authority, one own's bloodline 

(presenting the same legitimacy as the ones that signed for the 

original Trust at time of birth). It thus raises man as the 

Authority[33] over his own dominion and restores his Inherent 

Powers[34]: All properties of being born and the product of 

one's labour not already transferred to another. 

My Reset is the one-time establishment of the living being 

standing with sovereign rights and its discretionary self-

attested IDs and various documentation for later use.

My Reset is done by an Affidavit[35], a written or printed 

declaration or statement of facts, made voluntarily, and 

confirmed by the oath or affirmation of the party making it, 

often Witnessed[36] for Best Evidence[37]. An affidavit is a 

written declaration under oath, made without notice to the 

adverse party. An affidavit stands as truth until proven false 

in a court of law.

–
Step 02: My Rights
As stated in the Ceste Que Vie Act 1666[20-22] and in codes 

derived from the same Act (eg Uniform Commercial Code, UCC)[38], 

one Legal Person[25] is not a Natural Person[32] and can by 

definition never enjoy freedoms nor any rights not given under 

license from a law-maker or ruler.

Thus a status as living and standing in Authority[33] is the 

prerequisite to establish one's rights. Once such Authority[33] 

is established, rights as a living can be exercised. 

Status as living raises the Natural Person[32] deriving its 

rights, including yet not limited to: Natural Rights [39], its 



Liberty[41], Freedom[42], Constitutional Liberty or Freedom[43], 

Inherent Power[34], Inalienability/Unalienability [44], Inherent 

Right[45], Inalienable Rights[46], Fundamental Rights and 

Privileges[47], Private Rights[48], Private Status[49], evokes 

Private Law [50] and True Identity[51]. 

Most profound standing and most free and independent position 

for a man is in Law considered standing under Natural Law[40] 

evoking his Natural Rights [39].

My Rights is the exercising of rights via private true ID, 

Natural Person Affidavits, Notices, Bills, and Payments.

–

Step 03: My Records
Best evidence[37] is a written instrument of stated truth or 

fact, an Affidavit[35]. 

'My Records' establishes a private and confidential repository 

of documentation to keep handy to exercise one's rights. And 

where functionality allows: to add and amend and link to as 

appropriate.

Notarius Privatus[52] is a self-proclaimed higher validity 
document status function of a record by the provision of two 

witnesses to authorise a document. Notarius Privatus Seal is 

then added to the record. A link to the record is then placed on 

a designated 'Notarius Privatus' public blockchain to be used as 

means of proclamation to appropriate parties. Witnesses provide 

'protection' as testominy in a court (by document), if needed.

Notarius Publicus[53-54] is the highest self-declared document 
status function of a record obtained by adding a Public Notary 

whose function is to attest and certify, by his hand and 



official Notary Seal[55], certain classes of documents, in order 

to give them credit and authenticity in public and foreign 

jurisdictions. Notarius Privatus sealed document is then added 

to the record. A link to the record is then placed on a public 

blockchain for proclamation to appropriate parties. An 

officially Notarised document provides 'protection' as testimony 

of a Public Official in a court (by document), if needed. 

Notices (records category) is the chronological list of notice 
cover letters sent to another. With every incident as recorded/

uploaded by user.

Bills (records category) is the chronological list of bills 
presented/sent to another.  With every incident as recorded/

uploaded by user.

Payment Account is the cryptographic account (hash address, also 
via QR Code) to receive payments of bills.

–
To Educate and to Institutionalise Knowledge

Dictionary is the growing directory of relevant words and 
phrases for dealings in the Private and standing by one's 

Rights. 

Reference directory is the growing repository of laymen 
explanations and law and case references for dealing in the 

Private and standing by one's Rights.

–

CNB My Reset Footnotes

(1 https://www.weforum.org/press/2021/01/klaus-schwab-releases-



stakeholder-capitalism-making-the-case-for-a-global-economy-

that-works-for-progress-people-and-planet
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[19] Great Fire of London 1666. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Great_Fire_of_London

[20] Ceste Que Vie Act 1666: An Act for Redresse of 
Inconveniencies by want of Proofe of the Deceases of Persons 

beyond the Seas or absenting themselves, upon whose Lives 

Estates doe depend: That Cestui que vies have gone beyond Sea, 

and that Reversioners cannot find out whether they are alive or 

dead. https://www.legislation.gov.uk/aep/Cha2/18-19/11/data.pdf

[21] CESTUI QUE TRUST Black's Law Dictionary: He who has a right 
to a beneficial interest in and out of an estate the legal title 



to which is vested in another. The person who possesses the 

equitable right to property and receives the rents, issues, and 

profits thereof, the legal estate of which is vested in a 

trustee. 

[22] TRUST Black's Law Dictionary: An equitable or beneficial 
right or title to land or other property, held for the 

beneficiary by another person, in whom resides the legal title 

or ownership, recognised and enforced by courts of chancery. An 

obligation arising out of a confidence reposed in the trustee or 

representative, who has the legal title to property conveyed to 

him, that he will faithfully apply the property according to the 

confidence reposed, or, in other words, according to the wishes 

of the grantor of the trust. An equitable obligation, either 

express or Implied, resting upon a person by reason of a 

confidence reposed in him, to apply or deal with the property 

for the benefit of some other person, or for the benefit of 

himself and another or others, according to such confidence. A 

holding of property subject to a duty of employing it or 

applying its proceeds according to directions given by the 

person from whom it was derived. 

[23] LEGAL ESTATE Black's Law Dictionary: Lawful right as owner 
of an asset or property to hold the legal title/ownership. A 

lender has legal estate in a mortgaged asset used as collateral. 

The borrower only has a right of redemption. Legal estate is 

held by a trustee for the benefit of its beneficiaries in the 

trust’s assets.

[24] JURIDICAL PERSON Black's Law Dictionary: Entity, as a firm, 
that is not a single natural person, as a human being, 

authorised by law with duties and rights, recognised as a legal 

authority having a distinct identity, a legal personality. Also 

known as artificial person, juridical entity, juristic person, 

or legal person. Also refer to body corporate.

[25] LEGAL PERSON(-ALITY) Black's Law Dictionary: Sum total of 
an individual’s legal advantages and disadvantages. Defined as 



the lawful characteristics and qualities of an entity. An 

example of these are a person’s age or asset ownership. From 

this, an entity’s legal capacity and status in the jurisdiction 

or society’s legal order. An example is how a law is applicable 

if one is a home owner versus a renter. ENS LEGIS: A creature of 
the law; an artificial being, as contrasted with a Natural 

Person. Applied to corporations, considered as deriving their 

existence entirely from the law.

[26] LEGAL ENTITY Black's Law Dictionary: A lawful or legally 
standing association, corporation, partnership, proprietorship, 

trust, or individual. Has legal capacity to (1) enter into 

agreements or contracts, (2) assume obligations, (3) incur and 

pay debts, (4) sue and be sued in its own right, and (5) to be 

accountable for illegal activities.

[27] DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CERTIFICATE OF LIVE BIRTH AND BIRTH 
CERTIFICATE Black's Law Dictionary: Certificate of Live Birth 
shows that you are medically alive at time of birth with rights 

as living. This identity is used to set up your True Trust, a 

beneficiary creditor in the Legal System. This certificate is 

only used in instances when proving status as living. Birth 
Certificate is the official record declaring your place of 
birth. This identity is used to set up your Legal Person ID as 

debitor grantor and Trustee depending on role in dealings. This 

certificate is used in all dealings with governments and 

authorities and commerce.

[28] LEGAL RIGHTS Black's Law Dictionary: Lawfully guaranteed 
powers a legal entity acquires from winning a court decision. 

Realisation or defence of just and lawful claims or interests 

against ‘The whole world’ is the basis. Whether or not the 

existence such rights is publicly known, legal rights as laws 

impact every citizen.

Wikipedia: Those rights bestowed onto a person by a given legal 

system (they can be modified, repealed, and restrained by human 

laws). The concept of positive law is related to the concept of 



legal rights.

[29] LIEN Blacks Law Dictionary: A qualified right of property 
which a creditor has in or over specific property of his debtor, 

as security for the debt or charge or for performance of some 

act. In every ease in which property, either real or personal, 

is charged with the payment of a debt or duty, every such charge 

may be denominated a lien on the property. A lien is a charge 

imposed upon specific property, by which it is made security for 

the performance of an act (code).

[30] JURISDICTION Black's Law Dictionary: The power and 
authority constitutionally conferred upon (or constitutionally 

recognised as existing in) a court or judge to pronounce the 

sentence of the law, or to award the remedies provided by law, 

upon a state of facts, proved or admitted, referred to the 

tribunal for decision, and authorised by law to be the subject 

of investigation or action by that tribunal, and in favour of or 

against persons (or a res) who present themselves, or who are 

brought, before the court in some manner sanctioned by law as 

proper and sufficient.

[31] PAPER Black's Law Dictionary: A written or printed document 
or instrument. A document filed or introduced in evidence in a 

suit at law, as, In the phrase 'papers in the case' and in 

'papers on appeal.' Any writing or printed document, including 

letters, memoranda, legal or business documents, and books of 

account, as in the constitutional provision which protects the 

people from unreasonable searches and seizures In respect to 

their 'papers' as well as their houses and persons. A written or 

printed evidence of debt, particularly a promissory note or a 

bill of exchange, as in the phrases 'accommodation paper' and 

'commercial paper.' In English practice: The list of causes or 

cases intended for argument, called 'the paper of causes.'

[32] NATURAL PERSON Black's Law Dictionary: A human being, 
naturally born, versus a legally generated juridical person.

[33] AUTHORITY Black's Law Dictionary: In contracts: The lawful 



delegation of power by one person to another. In the English law 

relating to public administration: an authority is a body having 

jurisdiction in certain matters of a public nature. In 

governmental law: Legal power; a right to command or to act; the 

right and power of public officers to require obedience to their 

orders lawfully issued in the scope of their public duties. 

Authority to execute a deed must be given by deed. 

[34] INHERENT POWER Blacks Law Dictionary: An authority 
possessed without its being derived from another. A right, 

ability, or faculty of doing a thing, without receiving that 

right, ability, or faculty from another.

[35] AFFIDAVIT Black's Law Dictionary: A written or printed 
declaration or statement of facts, made voluntarily, and 

confirmed by the oath or affirmation of the party making it, 

taken before an officer having authority to administer such 

oath. An affidavit is a written declaration under oath, made 

without notice to the adverse party.

[36] WITNESS Black's Law Dictionary: In the primary sense of the 
word, a witness is a person who has knowledge of an event. As 

the most direct: mode of acquiring knowledge of an event is by 

seeing it, 'witness' has acquired the sense of a person who is 

present at and observes a transaction. A witness is a person 

whose declaration under oath (or affirmation) is received as 

evidence for any purpose, whether such declaration be made on 

oral examination or by deposition or affidavit.

[37] BEST EVIDENCE Black's Law Dictionary: Primary evidence, as 
distinguished from secondary; original, as distinguished from 

substitutionary; the best and highest evidence of which the 

nature of the case is susceptible. A written instrument is 

itself always regarded as the primary or best possible evidence 

of its existence.

[38] UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE (UCC), https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Uniform_Commercial_Code

[39] NATURAL RIGHTS (Latin: IUS NATURALE) Wikipedia: 



The laws common to all beings. Roman jurists observed how ius 

gentium (the laws which applied to foreigners and citizens 

alike) was in general accepted by all people living in the 

Empire. Their conclusion was that these laws made sense to a 

reasonable person and thus were followed. All laws which would 

make sense to a normal person were called ius naturale. Slavery, 
for example, was not considered natural and, hence, was part of 

the ius gentium but not the ius naturale. Romans gave to Natural 

Law great importance in their daily lives. They declared 'ius 

naturale est quod natura omnia animalia docuit' which means the 

right that nature gave to all living things. Natural Rights in 
social contract: 'Inalienable rights' are said to be those 
rights that could not be surrendered by citizens to the 

sovereign. Such rights are thought to be natural rights, 

independent of positive law. Some social contract theorists 

reason, however, that in the natural state only the strongest 

can benefit from their rights. Thus, people form an implicit 

social contract (under ward of the State) cedes their natural 

rights to the authority to protect themselves from abuse, and 

living henceforth under the legal rights of that authority. 

[40] NATURAL LAW (Latin: LEX NATURALIS) Wikipedia: first 
appeared in ancient Greek philosophy, and was referred to by 

Roman philosopher Cicero. It was subsequently alluded to in the 

Bible, and then developed in the Middle Ages by Catholic 

philosophers such as Albert the Great and his pupil Thomas 

Aquinas. During the Age of Enlightenment, the concept of natural 

laws was used to challenge the divine right of kings, and became 

an alternative justification for the establishment of a social 

contract, positive law, and government – and thus legal rights – 

in the form of classical republicanism. Conversely, the concept 

of natural rights is used by others to challenge the legitimacy 

of all such establishments.

The idea of human rights derives from theories of natural 
rights. Those rejecting a distinction between human rights and 



natural rights view human rights as the successor that is not 

dependent on natural law, natural theology, or Christian 

theological doctrine. Natural rights, in particular, are 

considered beyond the authority of any government or 

international body to dismiss. The 1948 United Nations Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights is an important legal instrument 

enshrining one conception of natural rights into international 

soft law. Natural rights were traditionally viewed as 

exclusively negative rights where all is allowed under law 

except to cause harm, whereas human rights also comprise 

positive rights where negative rights are rejected and thus 

require citizens to abide to codes of behaviours and terms of 

licenses. Even on a natural rights conception of human rights, 

the two terms may not be synonymous.

[41] LIBERTY Black's Law Dictionary: Freedom; exemption from 
extraneous control. The power of the will, in its moral freedom, 

to follow the dictates of its unrestricted choice, and to direct 

the external acts of the individual without restraint, coercion, 

or control from other persons.

[42] FREEDOM Black's Law Dictionary: The state of being free; 
liberty; self-determination; absence of restraint; the opposite 

of slavery. The power of acting, in the character of a moral 

personality, according to the dictates of the will, without 

other check, hindrance, or prohibition than such as may be 

imposed by just and necessary laws and the duties of social 

life. The prevalence, in the government and constitution of a 

country, of such a system of laws and institutions as secure 

civil liberty to the individual citizen.

[43] CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTY OR FREEDOM Black's Law Dictionary: 
Such freedom as is enjoyed by the citizens of a country or state 

under the protection of its constitution; the aggregate of those 

personal, civil, and political rights of the individual which 

are guarantied by the constitution and secured against invasion 

by the government or any of its agencies. 



[44] UNALIANABLE / INALIENABLE Black's Law Dictionary: Incapable 
of being aliened, that is, sold and transferred.

[45] INHERENT RIGHT Black's Law Dictionary: A term that means 
the fundamental right a person has. See inalienable right.

[46] INALIENABLE RIGHTS Black's Law Dictionary: The term given 
to the fundamental rights accorded to all people.

[47] FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES Black's Law Dictionary: 
These are the rights given to people of life, liberty, property, 

freedom of speech, assembly, press and religion.

[48] PRIVATE RIGHTS Black's Law Dictionary: These are the basic 
rights that a person has to enjoy their own property, to own 

property and to go where they want to go, etc.

[49] PRIVATE STATUS (French: DROITS CIVILS) Black's Law 
Dictionary: denotes private rights, the exercise of which is 

independent of the status(quality) of citizen. Citizens at home 

and foreigners enjoy them; and the extent of that enjoyment is 

determined by the principle of reciprocity. Conversely, 

foreigners may be sued on contracts made by them.

[50] PRIVATE LAW Black's Law Dictionary: As used in 
contradistinction to public law. the term means all that part of 

the law which is administered between citizen and citizen, or 

which is concerned with the definition, regulation, and 

enforcement of rights in cases where both the person in whom the 

right inheres and the person upon whom the obligation is 

incident are private Individuals.

[51] TRUE Black's Law Dictionary: Conformable to fact; correct; 
exact; actual; genuine; honest “In one sense, that only is true 

which is conformable to the actual state of things. In that 

sense, a statement is untrue which does not express things 

exactly as they are. In another and broader sense, the word 

‘true’ is often used as a synonym of ‘honest,’ ‘sincere,’ ‘not 

fraudulent.’

[52] PRIVATE NOTARY (Latin: Notarius Privatus)
A private person or witness whose function is to attest and 



certify, by his hand and official seal (fingerprint), certain 

classes of documents, in order to give them credit and 

authenticity in private jurisdictions. 

[53] NOTARY PUBLIC (Latin: Notarius Publicus)
Black's Law Dictionary

A public officer whose function is to attest and certify, by his 

hand and official seal, certain classes of documents, in order 

to give them credit and authenticity in foreign jurisdictions; 

to take acknowledgments of deeds and other conveyances, and 

certify the same; and to perform certain official acts, chiefly 

in commercial matters, such as the protesting of notes and 

bills, the noting of foreign drafts, and marine protests in 

cases of loss or damage. 

[54] NOTARIUS PUBLICUS STATUTES [Norway] Statutes for Notarius 
Publicus: A Notary Public provides confirmations for public use: 

Confirmed Signature or Autograph; confirmed Signature and Power-

of-Attorney in Legal entity; confirmed State Licensed 

translator; confirmed Original Document; confirmed True Copy; 

Affidavit of Honour and Conviction (Conscience); confirmed 

Authorisation of Medical Practice; confirmed Registry with 

government Agencies; confirmed Affidavit of Life. https://

lovdata.no/dokument/SF/forskrift/2002-05-03-418

[55] NOTARY SEAL Black's Law Dictionary: The impression of the 
notary public stamp that is used by the notary public to 

authenticate and legitimise signatures and documents.

* * *


